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oids have been proposed, most of them do not address the problem of gross motion planning that generates feasible motions for a humanoid to reach a
goal. The path that a humanoid follows is usually
given as an input. Exceptions include [9] and [18].
However, in these researches, a flat ground with obstacles is usually assumed such that the problem can
be defined and solved with the general motion-planning algorithms.

Abstract
Most motion planners solve problems defined in a 2D
workspace for mobile robots or in a 3D workspace
for fixed-based manipulators or free-flying objects.
Human beings move on a smooth or stair-like 2D
surface of a 3D workspace. Such a motion-planning
problem differ from the general piano mover’s problem on that the definition of obstacle region not only
depends on the local relative height but also on the
capability of a humanoid such as foot length. In this
paper, we describe a planner capable of generating
humanoid motions in 3D space on stair-like terrains
by taking the human foot length and personal preference into consideration. A gross motion plan that
satisfies the constraints is produced and passed to a
locomotion generator that generates an appropriate
human walking motion. Our experiments show that
the planner is efficient and can be used to generate
real-time humanoid animations on stair-like terrains.

The basic motion-planning problem, called the
find-path problem or the piano mover’s problem, is
about finding a collision-free path for a robot moving
in a workspace cluttered with obstacles.[12] The
problem is originally motivated with the objective of
automatically generating motions for mobile robots
or manipulator arms. Depending on applications, a
motion planner typically defines the problem in a 2D
or 3D workspace. For example, if the robot is a mobile robot, due to its capability limitation, one usually
can reasonably simplify the problem into a
holonomic or nonholonomic problem in a 2D workspace. On the other hand, if the robot is a manipulator or a free-fly object, the problem must be defined
in 3D workspace. The gross motion planning for a
humanoid robot is between these two extremes since
a regular humanoid robot can climb up or step down
stairs but it also needs to stay on the ground all the
time. This type of workspace is sometimes called
two-and-half dimensional workspace.
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1. Introduction
Great advances in mechanical design and control
have been made in recent years in designing a humanoid robot. Consequently, the software framework
that controls the behaviors of a humanoid robot becomes crucial in such a system. Many algorithms
addressing the high-level intelligence that we usually
expect from a humanoid robot have been proposed in
the past few years. Unlike earlier researches focusing
on generating stable motions for robots on uneven
terrain; recent works has been focused on synthesizing visually realistic motions for real-time animation
and control of humanoids. Most of these researches
were driven by the applications in the entertainment
industry or by the visible humanoid projects worldwide. Despite many great research results on human-

In this paper, we propose a motion-planning system
capable of generating walking motions for a humanoid to reach a goal on a stair-like terrain. We assume
that the system is given an elevation description of
the obstacles in the workspace and accept a
goal-oriented command from a user. The system will
generate a feasible global path and the associated
locomotion that brings the humanoid to reach the
goal. At the first glace, the problem is similar to the
general path-planning problem. However, since the
definition of obstacles for this problem depends on
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the relative height locally and the foot length of the
humanoid, the problem definition deserves further
clarification. In addition, when we extend the problem to the third dimension, a user may have personal
preferences on paths if the goal can be reached via
various paths of different heights.

environment
and humanoid
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qinit
qgoal

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We will
first review related work in motion planning and
humanoid in the next section. We will then give a
more detailed description of the problem we consider
in this paper as well as the approach we have taken.
In Section 4, we will show our experimental results
for three example scenarios. Finally, we will conclude our work in the last section.
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Figure 1. Planning loop for a typical query
lem[1][11][17].
The researches of generating humanoid motions can
be found in the literatures of robotics and computer
animation. Although various aspects of motion generation have been studied, we will only concern the
lower-body motion and the resulting body displacement. Early research focuses on generating a dynamically stable motion for a given path on a flat or
uneven ground.[8][15] Although the locomotion for
regular walks can be computed kinematically, many
approaches choose to use or modify motion-captured
data due to the complexity of a human figure. Techniques such as motion warping[19] or dynamic filtering[20] are often used to ensure that the captured
motions can be transformed into a dynamically correct one. However, not until recent years, the problem of gross motion planning becomes one of main
concerns of the humanoid research in robotics and
computer animation.[9][10][18]

2. Related Work
The gross motion-planning problem was originally
brought up in the context of robotics to generate collision-free path for robots. A survey of approaches to
the problem can be found in [6] and [12]. According
to [2], most planners solve this problem with two
phases. The first phase, called preprocessing phase,
converts the geometric problem into a problem with
abstract data structure (ADT) such as a graph. This
ADT will then be searched for a feasible path in the
query phase. Generally speaking, early research focuses on developing theoretical foundation and complete solutions for the problem.[4][16] Due to the
curse of dimensionality, several researches in the last
decade proposed practical solutions that can be applied to wider arrange of applications despite they
usually lack completeness[3][7].

3. Motion Planning for Humanoids
Depending on motion granularity, the motion-planning problem can be classified into gross
motion planning and fine motion planning. For the
problem of walking on an uneven terrain for a humanoid, both types of planning needs to be considered in order to guarantee the success of accomplishing the desired task. Like most motion planning
problems for industrial robots, we think the gross
motion planner and fine motion planner can be defined separately. However, they should be integrated
in a loop where they can be solved sequentially and
connected with feedbacks as shown in Figure 1. The
gross motion planner on the left will be the focus of
this paper. The planner is supposed to generate a
global path for the humanoid to follow. However, the
fine motion planner may fail to generate detailed
locomotion for the given path. In this case, the planner should feedback the failure, possibly with reasons, to the gross motion planner to compute another
global path. Nevertheless, taking this decoupled view

Many efficient planners have been proposed to solve
the problem for objects with low degrees of freedom
(DOF’s) (typically less than or equal to four). Most
of these planners are complete planners because they
can always give a correct answer (success or failure)
to the given problem. Among these planners, the potential-field based approach is the most popular one.
They compute an artificial potential field in the
workspace as the heuristic to search the configuration
space for a feasible path.[3] For this type of planners,
the main challenge falls on making the planner suitable for on-line or real-time applications.[13][14] For
problems with more than four DOF’s, randomized
approaches usually are unavoidable for answering a
planning query very quickly. Typically such planners
include RPP [3] and PRM [7] planners. The PRM
planners spend a significant of time in the preprocessing phase to construct a representative roadmap in
the freespace. Variations of sampling strategies have
been proposed for a generic or a specific prob-
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(a)

happens when the geometry of a humanoid intersects
the boarder. This assumption is to make sure that the
humanoid does not stay on the unstable region except
for the trespassing purpose. Fourth, we assume that
the geometry of the humanoid can be simplified to an
enclosing circle of radius r such that the orientation
dimension can be ignored at planning time. We assume that a humanoid will always face forward and
we can recover its orientation in a postprocessing
step.

(b)

Figure 2. An example of stair-like terrain: (a) 3D
model (b) elevation in gray scale

3.2. Reachability map and instability map

has greatly reduced the complexity of such a planning problem.

Suppose that we are given a height map containing
the elevation value of each cell in the workspace grid.
As indicated in the previous subsection, a cell is
considered an obstacle cell if and only if there are no
ways to reach the cell from its neighbors under the
height constraint. Given an initial configuration of
the humanoid, we can compute a map, called reachability map, where obstacle regions are composed of
the cells that cannot be reached. This map can be
computed by a wave propagation algorithm such as
the one used to construct NF1 potential field.[12]
The only difference is that we advance to a cell only
if the height difference is less than h. We can convert
this map, built in the workspace, into its corresponding C-space by growing the obstacle regions with the
radius of the humanoid. The resulting C-space map
can then be used to build a potential field to guide the
search in the planning process.

3.1. Problem description
We assume that we are given a geometric description
of the workspace as well as the foot length of a humanoid. The workspace contains an uneven terrain or
objects with various heights. The set of all possible
configurations q for the humanoid define the
so-called Configuration Space (C-space for short),
denoted by C. Unlike the basic path-planning problem where the definition of obstacles is rather
straightforward, the obstacles in the motion-planning
problem for humanoid walking are not explicitly
given. Instead, an object is an obstacle to a humanoid
only if there is no way for the humanoid to step onto
the object due to its height. In addition, a humanoid
must stand on a large enough area in order to maintain a stable stance. If the ground of the workspace is
described as a smooth curve, the slope of the curve
cannot be too large to cause foot slippery. In sum, the
planning problem is rather complex in real life, and
we need to make reasonably assumption to simplify
the problem.

As mentioned in the previous subsection, we need to
identify the regions where unstable situation might
occur if a humanoid stay there for too long. A map
describing the regions is called instability map. Three
states are possible for a cell in this map: free, unstable, and forbidden. A cell is considered free if and
only if there exist no height difference in the region
covered by the enclosing circle of a humanoid. If
there exist height differences, a cell could be defined
as unstable or forbidden depending on whether the
maximal height difference is greater than foot length.
One can compute such a map by first identifying the
cells with different heights in their neighborhood. We
can then grow these cells by the radius r to form the
final instability map. These two maps will be used in
the planning algorithm presented in the next subsection.

First, we assume a discrete representation of the
workspace. We could be given a continuous function
for the elevation of the ground or be given a polygonal description of the objects. However, we assume
that we can convert these descriptions into an elevation grid of some resolution. Each cell in the grid
contains an elevation value for the whole cell. An
example of workspace with the stair-like terrain is
shown in Figure 2. The elevation for each cell in the
grid (128x128) is represented by a gray-scale value
in Figure 2(b). Second, we assume that the resolution
of the elevation grid is coarse enough for a humanoid’s feet to step onto. The maximal height that a
humanoid can step onto is denoted by h, which is a
property of the given humanoid. Third, we assume
that a humanoid will not stay on the obstacle boarder
with a height difference for more than some designated units of time, m. We assume that this situation

3.3. Path planning algorithm
The planning algorithm that we used to compute the
humanoid motion is shown Figure 3. The STABLE_BFP algorithm is similar to the classical
Best-First Planning (BFP) algorithm that is used to
solve path-planning problems with low DOF’s. In
3

STABLE_BFP()
1 install qi in T;
2 INSERT(qi, OPEN); mark qi visited;
3 SUCCESS ← false;
4 while ┐EMPTY(OPEN) and ┐SUCCESS do
5
q←FIRST(OPEN);
6
for every neighbor q’ of q in the grid do
7
if LEGAL(q’) then
8
if q’ is unstable then
9
q’.cnt=q.cnt+1;
10
else
11
mark q’ visited;
12
install q’ in T with a pointer toward q;
13
INSERT(q’, OPEN);
14
if q’ = qg then SUCCESS ← true;
15 if SUCCESS then
16
return the backtracked feasible path
17 else return failure;
Figure 3: The STABLE_BFP algorithm
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each iteration of the search loop, we use the FIRST
operation to select the most promising configuration
q from the list of candidates (OPEN) for further
exploration. We visit each neighbor q’ of q and check
their validity (via the LEGAL operation) for further
consideration. A configuration is legal if it is collision-free, marked unvisited, and temporarily stable.
It is temporarily stable if and only if the humanoid
have not entered the unstable region for too long.
This duration is kept as an instability counter in each
cell in the unstable region when we propagate nodes
in it. Note that the validity of a configuration in the
unstable region depends on the instability counter of
the parent configuration. If there are more than one
possible parent configurations, we cannot exclude
any of them. Therefore, in the STABLE_BFP algorithm, we do not mark a configuration visited if it is
in the unstable region. A configuration in this region
can be visited multiple times as long as the instability
counter does not exceed the maximal value.
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(e)
(f)
Figure 4. Effects of foot length (10, 15, and 20) on
the reachability map and the instability map

can be specified by the user.

3.4. Postprocessing
If our planner succeeds in finding a feasible path for
a humanoid, we need to perform two things in the
postprocessing step. First, we can convert the found
path into a smooth one via a smoothing routine. The
smoothing algorithm is very similar to the ones for
typical path planners. One usually replaces a subpath
in the original path continuously with a straight-line
path segment in a smoothing routine. A major difference for smoothing a path in the new planner is on
the metric for measuring distance. This metric is defined with the same criteria as in the FIRST procedure such that the user preference can be preserved.
Finally, we have to recover the orientation parameter
of the humanoid in each configuration of the path. If
the path contains a sharp turn that is hard for a humanoid to follow, we can add additional steps into

In the STABLE_BFP algorithm, we use FIRST operation to select the most promising configuration for
further exploration. In the case of the BFP planners,
the artificial potential field is usually the only index
for goodness. Planners with this approach can usually yield short paths. In our case, the height difference could be an important index as well since one
may prefer climbing up or stepping down stairs to
taking a longer path. Therefore, in the FIRST operation, we use a linear combination of both criteria
(potential for horizontal measures and height difference from qg for vertical measures), whose weights
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the path to slow down the orientation change.

4. Experimental Results
The aforementioned planner has been fully implemented in Java. The planning times reported in this
paper were collected from experiments running on a
regular PC with a PIII 600 MHz processor. The size
of the workspace (x, y) for all examples shown in this
paper is 128x128.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

4.1. Experiments with different foot lengths
In Figure 4, we show the effects of foot length on the
reachability map and the instability map for an example of stair-like workspace. The height map for
the workspace is depicted with gray scale in Figure
4(f). If the foot length is set to 10, the reachability
map and instability map are shown in Figure 4(a) and
4(b), respectively. Note that the relative heights of
four objects are larger than 10 but the unreachable
region contains only three obstacles since one of
them is enclosed by another. If the foot length is
raised to 15, the same two types of maps are shown
in Figure 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. Finally, if the
foot length is increased to 20, only one obstacle is
left (Figure 4(e)). In the reachability map, we also
show the potential field built from an initial configuration with the NF1 method.

(e)
(f)
Figure 5. Examples of humanoid motions with difference user preferences

4.2. Experiments with different preferences
In the STABLE_BFP algorithm, we use two indices
for the “best” criteria. One of them is the potential
value Uh (horizontal distance) while the other is absolute value of relative elevation Uv (vertical distance). Both indices are referenced from the goal
configuration, and the smaller the value, the better.
The following linear combination of both indices are
used: U = (1-α) * Uh + α * β * Uv , where α is the
weight (between 0 and 1) of horizontal distance and
β is the coefficient to normalize the vertical distance
to make both indices comparable. In Figure 5, we
show an example with different user preferences. The
height map, instability map, and reachability map for
the workspace is shown in Figure 5(a)-5(c), respectively. In Figure 5(d), we show the path found by the
planner with α being set to 5%. This means that the
user prefers a longer path with less elevation changes.
In Figure 5(e) and 5(f), α is set to 50% and 95%,
respectively. The path lengths for these three cases
are 250, 149, and 95, respectively. In the last example, the humanoid had to step up and down two objects in order to reach the goal with a shortest path.

4.3. 3D animation examples
In Figure 6, we show another complete example connected to a humanoid model in a 3D workspace
(Figure 6(a)). The task for the humanoid is to move
from its initial configuration on the ground to the
goal configuration on top of the platform as shown in
Figure 6(b). The path found in Figure 6(b) is
smoothed to the one in Figure 6(c) in a postprocessing step. The construction times for the instability
map and the reachability map are 60ms and 440ms,
respectively. The path in Figure 6(b) is computed in
50ms with a path length of 182. The elevation profiles for these two paths are shown in Figure 6(d) and
6(e), respectively. The smoothed path is shorter
horizontally than the original path. Note that the path
of the humanoid is usually perpendicular to the edge
of an object. This phenomenon results from an appropriate setting on the counter m, which is the
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have described a motion-planning
scheme for generating feasible humanoid walking
motions on stair-like terrain. The focus has been put
on designing a global path planner that can generate
a gross motion plan respecting the environmental and
the humanoid constraints. With the new problem
definition, we modify the Best-First planning algorithm to account for user preference on horizontal or
vertical distances that a humanoid travels. We have
also connected the planner to a locomotion routine to
generate collision-free walking motion. We believe
that this work will inspire further studies on the interesting problem about computing humanoid motion
automatically for movie generation or autonomous
humanoid robot.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)
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